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“All in One” Concept
Our project is composed of a huge 
multifunctional armchair. The original goal 
was to exploit a serviceable angle or 
optimize small spaces in a minimalist way by 
trying to apply several utilities combined by 
a single piece of furniture. The emergence of 
our concept follows a brainstorming around 
our personal research. The concept "all in 
one" proposes the setting up of several 
elements used daily and the unification of all 
these elements for the purpose of ease. First 
we started on the idea of having an armchair 
in the middle of a piece of furniture that 
combines all our elements (paper clips, 
footrest, LED light, strip system, dock, stand, 
amplifier Audio, sliding shelf, etc) and that 
can be installed at the unused corner. Then, 
we deepened this idea by following creative 
leads and the original object. It gave us the 
idea to create a fairly minimalist armchair, 
which, all around its structure, integrates 
storage and at the seat, cushions stuck to the 
chair by scratches .. The cushions are easy to 
remove, to be replaced or changed 
according to taste.



Initial Object (Analyse)
The original object of our concept and our idea was the 
armchair combined with storage. For this we used two 
references, two armchairs of similar shape but different 
storage techniques. We can consider that the initial 
form of two references is a simple cube and the 
created spaces are still cubic forms that have been 
removed from the initial form. One is built with a 
wooden structure that contains plenty of small 
rectangular spaces to put books in. In the middle of 
this structure, there are square and simple cushions 
replaced in the empty rectangular space to give the 
functionality of an armchair. The other is an armchair 
that has a cubic shape and is also built by full of cubic 
cushions. By optimizing the space between these small 
cushions, it is possible to pile up books or objects 
rather two-dimensional or fine. Considering the 
common and different points of our references and also 
their advantages, sketches have been made of the idea 
of the final object which would be a combination of our 
references, modes of storage and the functionality of 
an enormous chair which can exploit an unused angle 
and at the same time create a personal and private 
corner.
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